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Recent improvements in z-pinch wire array load design at Sandia National Laboratories have led

to a substantial increase in pinch performance as measured by radiated powers of up to 280 TW in

4 ns and 1.8 MJ of total radiated energy. Next generation, higher current machines will allow for

larger mass arrays and comparable or higher velocity implosions to be reached, possibly extend-

ing these result.dis the current is pushed above 20 MA, conventional machine design based on a

100 ns implosion time results in higher voltages, hence higher cost and power flow risk. Another

approach, which shifts the risk to the load configuration, is to increase the implosion time to min-

imize the voltage. This approach is being investigated in a series of experimental campaigns on

the Saturn and Z machines. In this paper, both experimental and two dimensional computational

modeling of the fist long implosion Z experiments will be presented. The experimental data

shows broader pulses, lower powers, and larger pinch diameters compared to the corresponding

short pulse data. By employing a nested array configuration, the pinch diameter was reduced by

50% with a corresponding increase in power of> 30%. Numerical simulations suggest load

velocity is the dominating mechanism behind these results.

PACS numbers: 52.35.Py, 52.65.Kj, 52.55.Ez
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I. INTRODUCTION

Z-pinch research began in the 1950s with a focus on fusion, where the high currents of the

pinch wem suggested as a means to both confine and heat a deuterium (or D-T) plasma to ignition

conditions [1]. This pursuit was hampered by the fact that magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) insta-

bilities (m=O,l) developed on timescales faster than the microsecond current risetimes, destroying

the ability to reach the necessary densities and temperatures. In the 1970s, the advent of waterline

pulsed power generators enabled mega-ampere currents to be delivered in 50 to 100 ns timescales.

However, by this time the challenge of achieving fusion in the laboratory was better understood,

and the use of z-pinches to study fusion configurations became a limited effort. By contras~ dur-

ing the 1970s and 1980s the use of z-pinches as efficient x-ray sources grew significantly [2]. At

presen~ z-pinches driven in 100 ns or less m-ethe most efficient and the most powerfid laboratory

x-ray sources. As such, they have found application to hohlraum studies [3], astrophysics applica-

tions [4] and inertial confinement fusion [5].

Even with the success of these ultra-fast pinches, there is a long-standing desire to drive z-

pinches at longer timescales. The benefit of longer implosion times stem from the fact that longer

implosion pulses can reduce the operating voltage of a generator for a given current. For example,

the 20 MA Z generator [6] has a peak voltage of 3 MV at the insulato~ an equivalent current 300

ns generator would operate at approximately 1 MV (V= Ip/zimp ). By lowering the voltage, the

cost per unit stored energy can be reduced. Another benefit of usable longer implosion time z-

pinches is that present 100 ns class generators can be modified, often permitting better electrical

energy transfer from the Marx bank to the vacuum section that contains the z-pinch. For instance,

the 8-MA Saturn generator operating in its standard 50 ns mode couples 750 kJ into the vacuum

section from the 5 MJ stored, compared to the 1500 ld coupled in its 230 ns mode [7].
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Experiments with K-shell radiators, such as neon, aluminum and argon, have shown some suc-

cess in scaling to longer implosion times [8]. For broadband radiation sources, i.e. tungsten wire

arrays, long implosions times may be mom challenging since their scaling is more complex and

sensitive to absolute therrnalizations rates. In fact, in scaling to longer implosions, many issues

arise. The z-pinch can be thought to consist of four phases of explosion and implosion dynamics.

The tirst phase consists of wire initiation, the second of expansion and precursor, the third of

instability growth during the implosion, and the fourth, stagnation itself. With longer implosions,

the first phase may be modified by timescales and current penetration, while in the second phase,

the longer times before acceleration allows the wires more time to expand and merge prior to the

implosion. Although this latter case may lead to a more uniform imploding shell, this maybe

adversely effected by a precursor plasma which can interact with the slower moving array as it

implodes.

Scaling to long implosion times is a large concern in the third stage. During the implosion, the

pinch uniformity may be highly compromised by seve~ Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability growth

This can bean important issue for the larger diameter arrays that are required to achieve the nec-

essary velocities. This is further complicated by the slower current risetimes typical of longer

implosions. Here, field penetration into the “plasma” array may be modified and influence subse-
.

quent RT growth during the implosion. This field penetration can also influence the stagnation

process by providing magnetic back pressure along with internal pressure in the stagnated plasma.

During this last stage, the velocities and higher masses that come about fkom longer pulses may

lead to additional thermalization and opacity effects, altering the stagnation physics and adding to

an increasingly complicated picture.

Recently, experiments on the Saturn generator with high-wire-number (180 to 300) tungsten
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wire arrays have shown that implosion times can be scaled to greater than 150 ns without a detri-

mental loss in x-ray power [7]. In fact, X-ray powers were measured that were greater than 8

times the peak electrical power in the generator. The experimental data exhibited powers, rise-

times, final pinch diameters, and instability mode structure similar to the short implosion time

data. Furthermore, for the same implosion velocity, the risetimes were faster than the equivalent

short pulse. Comelating the risetime with the implosion dynamics [7], this suggest that the insta-

bility growth was less severe in the long implosion mode, contrary to conventional thought.

The performance observed with the Saturn long pulse experiments has been examined using

two dimensional (2D) radiation MHD simulations [9]. The calculations show that a cell-to-cell

random density perturbation (used to seed the initial instability) could not reproduce “theshort

pulse shots up to a perturbation level of 40%. On the other hand, the long implosion time data

could be matched with an initial perturbation level ranging between 1 to 59Z0.Combining these

results with a heuristic model [10] of wire initiation and merger, the improvements in powers and

risetimes could be explained; the long implosion time results obsemed were a consequence of

improved initial conditions for the implosions. In the long pulse experiments, the individual wires

comprising the array had more time, i.e., between 60-100 ns to heat and expand before being

accelerated. This gave the wire plasma a longer time to develop and merge with nearby wires,

compared to the 25 ns in the short pulse mode, thus forming a more uniform mass distribution

prior to acceleration. Computationally, this corresponds to a lower initial perturbation amplitude.

Although the initial perturbations appeared to be the dominant mechanism behind the differences

in the Saturn results, other factors may dominate for another generator and trends may not be the

same.

These Saturn results motivated the scaling of long pulse implosion with tungsten arrays to
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higher currents. In this paper, we describe a set of experiments and 2D radiation MHD modeling

[11] that investigated the scaling of 150 to 200 ns implosions using high wire number tungsten

arrays to the (20 MA) Z accelerator. Section II provides a brief summary of the Z experimental

results. He~ it is shown that the Z long implosions performed about the same or poorer than the

short implosion time daq opposite to that observed between the Saturn short and long pulse

modes. The details of the calculations are presented in Section III(a), including the baseline short

implosion experimen~ 251, and the subsequent long implosion series. Section III(b) examines the

issues which may have played a role in the lower performance of Z long implosions, including

opacity, therma.lization coupling and impIosion velocity. This is foIlowed by conclusions and sug-

gestions for futtm work in Section IV.

IL LONG PULSE Z EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The Z accelerator [6] has 36 modules, each composed of a Marx bank, intermediate energy

storage capacitor, and a 100 ns puke-forming water transmission line. The 36 MaIX banks store

11 MJ in total energy. In nonna.1operation, the generator delivers a 50 TW, 3 MJ, 20 MA electri-

cal pulse into the vacuum section. For the long pulse experiments, the Z waterline section was

modified in a similar fashion to that of the lower current Saturn generator [7], i.e., the water output

switches of the pulse forming lines were shortened. Circuit model predictions indicated that this

would cause the short circuit current to change from 23 MA in a 100 ns time-to-peak current (nor-

mal operation), to 27 MA in 180 ns. Initial tests suggest that there are some water breakdown

issues, thus leading to a time-to-peak current of 150 ns instead.

The series of experiments were designed to study the radiative properties of wire arrays driven

with higher currents but similar implosion times to experiments conducted on the Saturn genera-

tor. To facilitate comparisons with the extensive database on 100 ns wire array implosions on Z,



the shot series was designed to be a mass scan at a 40 mm diameter. In this manner, the sensitivity

to implosion time could be investigated as well as the effect of increasing mass while subse-

quently decreasing velocity. IdeaUy, at a constant diameter, the implosion stability and uniformity

should be similar for all implosions. To further enable this and to keep the individual wire diame-

ters at a reasonable size for initiation, the arrays were comprised of 480 wires, i.e., 0.25 mm inter-

wire separation. (Analyses of tungsten wire array implosion data on Z plus x-ray backlighting

experiments at Cornell University [12] both suggest that there is a significant change in the explo-

sion of tungsten wires if their diameters exceed - 13 p.m.) In addition to the mass scan, a nested

wire array was also included in the series. This was based on short pulse Z experimental results

which have demonstrated increases in radiated powers above that from a single array [13]. Such

configurations may be necessary for the longer implosion times. The parameters for the long

implosion time experiments are listed in Table 1..

The implosion dynamics and emissions from the array implosions were monito~d by an

extensive suite of x-ray diagnostics [6]. The total radiated

sured by an unfiltered calorimeter, nickel bolometers [14]

(XRD) array [15]. The stagnated pinch dynamics and size

x-ray pinhole cameras.

x-ray energies and powers were mea-

and a five-channel filtered x-ray diode

were determined from three time-gated

In Figure 1, the measured total currents and x-ray powers for the four mass scan shots are

shown. The measured outputs for these implosions m also given in Table 2. As the array mass

was increased, the implosion times moved later, and the peak current increased. Of note, is the

fact that the x-ray powers were relatively constant at approximately 100 ~ 10 TW, except for the

5785 pg/cm case. This particular implosion also radiated less energy (see Table 2) than the others,

indicating that there was probably a small powerflow problem. As can be seen from Table 2, the
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radiated energy increased somewhat with implosion time, along with the FWHMand the risetime.

Figure 2 illustrates the slight increase in risetirne with increasing implosion time. The nested

wire array 2379, which was designed to have a similar implosion time to 2373, is also included.

This array design was based on the nxmlts of short pulse nested configuration [13]; the inner array

was at half the diameter with half the mass. From the figure, it is clear that the nested array has the

shortest risetime of the experimental series. This is ako true of the FWHM (see Table 2) and is

consistent with Reference 13. Moreover, the reduced radiation timescales translated into higher

powers as shown in Table 2. The 145 TW produced on Z379 gives approximately the same power

gain (x-ray/electrical) of 5 as the best nested array implosions in the short pulse mode. Also, the

nested implosion produced a tighter compression as can be seen from the pinch sizes (Table 2)

determined from pinhole camera data. Generally, the pinch sizes for the long implosion time

experiments are larger than those in short pulse experiments which are typically 1.0 to 1.5 mm for

the nested arrays and 1.8 to 2.0 mm for the single arrays.

A comparison of the long pulse experiments to a standard 40 mm diameter, 240 wire, 4 mg

tungsten array in the short pulse mode indicates that the powers are lower and the risetimes longer

for the longer implosion times. Another means to compare the long and short pulse experiments is

to estimate the shell thickness from the product of x-ray risetime and zero dimensional implosion

velocity. In Figure 3, these estimated shell thicknesses are plotted for 40 mm diameter, long and

short pulse shots, including single and nested arrays. Based on these estimates, it appears that the

long implosion time pinches generally had an equivalent or slightly larger shell thickness. Of

course, these are all best estimated from the 2D calculations that will be described in the next sec-

tion. However, Figure 3 would indicate that nested arrays, in general, reduce the effective shell

thickness (which could also be attributed to modifying the on-axis precursor plasma) and that
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there is no significant initiation change as was seen in Saturn. In the case of Saturn, the improved

wire initiation compensated for the slower implosion velocities obtained with the longer irnplo-

sions, enabling similar powers to be achieved. This does not appear to be the case on Z. In the next

section, the two-dimensional calculationswill be used to elucidate the dynamics of these implo-

sions.

III. MHD SIMULATIONS

Simulations of the Z experiments were carried out using the2DMHDcodeMACH2[11] and

a 2D radiation MHD code from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories (LLNL) [16]. The

Mach2 code was used to perform a systematic study of the hydrodynamic thermalization time as a

function of initial perturbation level. This timescale, as discussed in Reference 9, approximates

the radiated power risetime in many circumstances and is a simple estimate of the time it takes for

the imploding plasma to fully stagnate. It is determined from Ar/u, where Ar is a well-defined

shell thickness and v is the peak radial implosion velocity [9]. Combined with the experimental

data, this perturbation study provides insight into whether initial conditions may be playing a role

in the differences observed between the short and long implosion time Z experiments. Based on

these results, the LLNL code was then used to perform radiation hydrodynamic calculations for a

selected set of parameters. The details of these simulations will be discussed in Section III(b).

For the calculations pmented in the following section, the tungsten array was approximated by

a thin cylindrical shell with 1 mm thickness, a height of 20 mm, and a temperature of 5eV. These

conditions assume the wires comprising the array have initiated and any two and three dimens-

ional (3D) effects which lead to instability growth must be folded into the simulation. Such 2D

and 3D topology has been observed in single exploding wires and wire arrays [17,18,19] and is
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believed to define the initial conditions prior to acceleration. To introduce the initial perturbation

into the calculation, a cell-to-cell random density seed was defined in the array region. Estimating

the perturbation in this manner is”thought to provide a phenomenological approximation to the

actual seeding process described above.

The Mach2 code was run in a purely Eulerian mode due to the severity of the RT growth late in

the implosions. The numerical resolution was 100 pm per cell axially and 150 ~m per cell radially

(except in the initial shell, which was 100pm radially). This corresponds to 200 cells axially and

10 cells radially across the initial shell. This level of resolution ensured that wavelengths between

1 and 2 mm, which are often the most detrimental to the implosion dynamics (i.e., on the order of

the shell thickness), would be reasonably resolved [20]. The simulations were driven using an

equivalent circuit [21] for the Z machine in both the short and long pulse modes. Both thermal and

magnetic diffusion, defined by Spitzer analytic models, were included in the simulations while

tabulated SESAME [22] data was used for the equation-of-state parameters. In the latter case, the

tables used are based on Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE) plasma conditions.

Although the simulations were carried through stagnation on axis, the main focus of these par-

ticular simulations was on late time implosion characteristics leading to the initial stagnation.

Sim& to the procedure of Reference 9, two hydrodynamic timescales wem determined using

bulk velocities and two methods of defining shell thickness. Although there was concern that

opacity issues may influence powers and risetimes, this was not examined till later and will be

described in Section III(b). Consequently, a radiation emission model was implemented; this

model is sufficient to describe the radiative losses during the run-in phase while the plasma

remains optically thin and RT growth is dominated by the MHD.

A. Short pulse/Long pulse tungsten wire arrays
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The short pulse array, 251, consisted of 240- 7.5pm diameter wires at an array diameter of 40

mm and imploded in 100 ns. The total array mass was 610 p,g/cm, corresponding to a uniform

density of 1.63x 10’3 gk. The initial array configuration was simulated with a cylindrical shell

of inner mdius 19 mm and outer radius 20 mm. To determine the dependence of risetirne on initial

perturbation, a cell-to-cell random density was superimposed throughout the shell ranging from

O.1% to 10% of the unperturbed density. Figure 4 displays isodensity contour plots for a 1% initial

perturbation amplitude at 70 ns, 80 ns, and 86 ns into the implosion. The stagnation axis is defined

at the left boundary and the electrodes which confine the top and bottom portion of the load are

considered to be perfectly conducting walls.

From the figure, it is clear that with even a 1% initial seed, the RT has developed rapidly,

broadening the shell by 80 ns into the implosion. To determine the hydrodynamic timescale, a

consistent definition of the shell thickness is needed. As in Reference 9, two different spatial

scales will be used and are illustrated in Figure 5. Figure 5 is obtained by taking the axial average

of the density profile at 80 ns in Figure 4 and then multiplying it by r to obtain a radial mass distri-

bution. From this mass distribution, a shell width is determined based either on the FWHM value

or the base-to-base width defined by 10% of the maximum pr value. The FWHM corresponds to

the highest concentration of mass, which with severe RT development, is concentrated in the spike

regions. The base-to base value, on the other hand, corresponds more closely to the bubble-spike

sheath thickness. (This latter method is more quantitative than estimating a shell thickness from

the isodensity contour plots.) These values are systematically measured late in the implosion

when the bulk radial velocity peaks, i.e., around the time of first bubble strike.

Figure 6(a) shows the t.mndobserved in risetime as a function of perturbation level for Z51.

The lower line was constructed using the FWHMas the prescribed shell width. The upper line was
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constructed from the base-to-base (10’ZOwidth) value. Included on the plot as a solid circle and tri-

angle, respectively, are the experimental risetimes obtained from a 4 mm-thick kimfol filtened

XRD and a 8 mm-thick Be filtered XRD. These data points have been placed such that the Be lays

on the ~ curve. It is interesting to note that the kimfol data seems to generally agree with the

timescale for the 10% width curve. A similar plot is shown in Figure 6(b) for the long implosion

experimen~ 2373, whose implosion time was 149 ns. Here the load consisted of 480- 7.5pm

diameter wires at a 40 mm diameter with a mass of 4109 pg/cm. The initial density in the calcula-

tion was 3.35x10-3 g/cc and the random seed perturbation varied in range from 0.l% to 10Yo.

A comparison between the two plots of Figure 6 show that approximately the same perturbation

levels are needed to match both short and long implosion Z experiments. This is diffe~nt from the

Saturn results, where in the short pulse mode, a random density seed of up to 40% could not

match experimental data. From Figure 6 it can be inferred that changes in initiation, which played

a significant role in the Saturn short and long pulse experiments [9], is not playing a large role on

Z, i.e., merger occurs in all cases prior to acceleration. In fact, using the heucistic model of Haines

[10], the Z short and long pulse experiments merge at 15 to 25% of the implosion time, well

befo~ acceleration begins. Thus, some other mechanism must be dominating the differences

observed between the Z short and long pulse modes. Lastly, the dependence on perturbation level

is consistently stronger for the longer implosions. From the 251 results, the dependence on pertur-

bation level goes as (pert) 03. This is slower than in the long implosion time experiments which

typically scale as (pert)0.5 and may be due to diffe=nces in the implosion velocities.

To investigate the issue of the experimental data and its correspondence to the two different

risetimes of Figure 6, both Saturn and Z XRD data were further examined. Figure 7 shows the

voltage traces from the kimfol and Be-filtered XRDs for the Saturn long pulse shot S2496 [9], the
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Z short pulse shot251, and the Z long pulse shot 2373. Clearly, there is a timeshift between the

risetirnes of the two XRDs for the Z experiments and the Be channels are narrower, while for Sat-

urn they essentially overlay up to peak power. The kimfol channel approximately measures radia-

tion energy above 180 eV, while the Be channel measures energy above 800 eV. One explanation

could be that at the 7 MA level, i.e., Saturn, there is less low energy run-in radiation as the array is

imploding. Hence, the risetimes of the kimfol and Be XRD channels are nearly simultaneous

since both result from the main thermal.ization of the plasma array. At the 16 MA level, however,

there is a much higher degree of run-in radiation [23], i.e., at the brightness temperature of 30-60

eV. This may prefenmtially broaden the rise of the lower energy channels producing the results of

Figure 7. Based on this explanation, the Be risetime was chosen as the figure of merit for the ther-

malization time of the calculations.

A similar perturbation analysis was carried out for three additional long implosion shots,

2376,2374, and 2375. The results of this study are shown in Figure 8 along with the experimen-

tal risetirne from the kirnfol and Be XRD data. (See Table 1 for mass and corresponding implo-

sion time.) Using the Be XRD data as the figure of meri~ the required initial perturbation level

necessary to match the experimental risetime remained under 2% and appears to slightly decrease

as the implosion times increase. The kirnfol da@ which in this figure was vertically aligned with

the Be data, typically lies between the mwm curve and an average value based on the ~ and

10% width (the middle curve in Figure 8).

A simulation was also carried out for the nested long implosion time shot 2379, which con-

sisted of a 480 -7.1 ~m wire, 40 mm diameter array onto a 20 mm diameter, 240 -7.5 pm array.

(Total array mass of 5736 kg/cm.) Since the initial perturbation level needed computationally to

match experimental data was consistently between 1 and 2%, a 1% perturbation level was incor-
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porated in the outer array. Radiated powers based on this configuration will be pmented in the

next section.

B. Velocity, thermalization and opacity factors

As previously mentioned, the physics of the various stages of the wire array z-pinch, from ini-

tiation to implosion to stagnation, can effect the radiated risetime and pedc power. Based on the

MHD calculations just presented, the differences between the Z short and long implosion time

experiments is most likely not attributed to the initiation phase. Other factors which may lead to

such differences include implosion velocity, thermalization rates, and opacity. For completeness,

it should be mentioned that magnetic field effects during the run-in and at stagnation are also pos-

sible factors. Based on simulation, however, such effects do not appear to play a major role [24].

For the large magnetic fields, high masses and high velocities pnmlent with larger current

machines such as Z, conditions at stagnation can result in radiated risetirnes that are not as accu-

rately defined by a hydrodynamic tirnesca.le. In the case of significant field diffusion into the

plasma, compassion ratios may be lower and on axis pdV work maybe significant. With lhigh

masses, opacity may lead to reduced powers and faster risetimes, while lower mass, high velocity

pinches will not be able to rapidly thermal.ize due to poor ion-electron coupling.

To investigate opacity and therrnalization issues, a parameter survey was carried out using a 2D

radiation MHD LLNL code [16]. Based on the RT MHD simulations of Section III(a), a realistic

range of initial thickness and bulk radial peak velocity was used to perform one dimensional radi-

ation hydrodynamic (REID)calculations to evaluate trends in radiative properties. A three temper-

ature radiation diffusion scheme was used, with a small number of LTE multigroup calculations

also carried out. The details of the survey have been described elsewhere [25] and discussed here

only for the purpose of the Z masses and velocities occurring in the experiments. Figure 9 shows a
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typical result from this study. Plotted are the x-ray risetirne normalized to the hydrodynamic

timescale and the ratio of x-ray power output to thermalization power (change in kinetic energy)

for a 40 cndps implosion velocity. Both quantities are plotted as a function of mass. The normal-

ized risetime demonstrates the ability for radiation to leave the stagnated region, i.e., how fast

radiation can escape. For the higher masses, it is clear that the radiated risetirne is sharpened or

“chirped” relative to the lower mass, more optically thin cases. The power ratio, on the other

hand, demonstrates the conversion efficiency of kinetic energy to internal energy and then radia-

tion. Ideally, this power ratio should be close to one and only deviates for very large mass due to

opacity and low mass due to poor ion-electron coupling. The region defined by the open square

indicates the parameter space used in the Z experiments discussed here. For this parameter space,

it is clear that opacity had only a small effect on power (< 2%) and a somewhat larger effect on

nsetirne, while thermalization issues due to poor ion-electron coupling did not play a large role in

either case.

Figure 10 shows the results from a nested array simulation where the averaged mass profile

(i.e., see Figure 5) at the peak of the bulk radial velocity was incorporated into the LLNL code and

ran through stagnation. The radiated power from such averaged profiles have been shown to be in

reasonable agreement to that from 2D density profiles obtained from the Mach2 simulations [25].

(An averaged profile misses early time radiation leakage from thin bubble regions.) This figure

illustrates that even in a nested configuration, where mass and velocity could strongly influence

the opacity, the main opacity effect is with early time behavior. Shown is the thermalization power

(heating rate) overlaid with the computational and experimental radiated powers. As discussed

above, the plasma quickly heats, but the radiation is initially unable to escape until a reverse shock

breaks through the exterior region of the pinch. This is the reason for the observed time delay in
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the thermalization and computational power. The computational curve shows qualitative agree-

ment especially with the peak experimental total radiated power.

Based on the Mach2 simulations and the above survey, changes in the initiation phase, thermal-

ization rates, nor opacity issues appear to limit the radiated powers in the long pulse mode.

Indeed, the lower powers and longer risetimes can now be ascribed to a more fimdamental vari-

able, the implosion velocity. This can be seen by assuming the radiated power simply reflects the

rate of plasma heating. (This is not a bad assumption if coupling effects and opacity do not domi-

nate throughout stagnation.) A straightforward estimate of the heating can be derived by equating

the heating to the kinetic energy divided by the therrnalization time:

(1/2mu2) /(Ar/u) = mZJ3.

From the 2D MHD simulations of Se&ion ID(a), the shell thickness was fairly constant at 5.4 mm

for the 1 to 2% perturbation range needed to match experimental data. However, the velocity nat-

urally decreased with increasing implosion time from 55 cm/ps to 39 crn/p.s (recall initial array

radius, R, was fixed at 20 mm and that v O=R/~i~p ); the V3 dependence strongly modifies the

heating rate. This velocity trend is illustrated in Figure 1l(a) which shows both the implosion

velocity using a slug (OD)model for a 20:1 compression and the 2D calculated peak implosion

velocities based on Mach2 simulations. Clearly, the velocities decrease with increasing mass. The

lower implosion velocities observed with the 2D implosions is most likely associated with

changes in inductance resulting from RT development and field diffusion [9]. A further indication

that velocity may be the dominant factor in differences observed between long and short pulse Z

data is shown in Figure 1l(b). Here, the radiated power is plotted as a function of heating rate.

The dotted line assumes that the radiated power is given strictly by the plasma heating. The exper-

imental data, which includes both Saturn and Z, is fairly consistent with this picture.
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For the nested sho~ 2379, whose outer array was similar in mass to the single array shots,

2376 and 2373, the 30% improvement observed in the radiated power was most likely associated

with RT mitigation. Computationally, the FWHMof the plasma shell at peak implosion velocity

(43 crrd~s) was 1.6 mm compared to the 2.5 mm and 2.2 mm width of 2376 and 2373 respec-

tively. (It is worth noting that the estimated shell thicknesses are consistent with the pinch diame-

ters measured, Table 2.) Although the impact of the outer array with the inner array should have

reduced the peak implosion velocity, the severity of the RT in the single array shots led to similar

velocities (43 c@.ts with 2376 and 41 cndps for 2373) as can be seen in Figure 11(a).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Experiments have been carried out on Z in the long pulse mode using 40 mm diameter, high

wire number (480) tungsten arrays. Implosion times ranging from 137 ns to 174 ns have been

obtained. The comparison to 40 mm diameter short implosion time data (100 ns), in particular,

Z51, shows approximately the same power gain (radiated power/electrical power), but overall

lower peak powers and longer risetimes. This is attributed to the implosion velocity being lower

with the same diameter short pulse implosions, while the imploding shell thicknesses are similar.

This is unlike Saturn where the initiation was very different between the (50 ns) short pulse and

the (150-200 ns) long pulse mode. Future work will try to increase power by using nested array

configurations to improve the shell thickness for various diameter implosions. Furthermore, larger

diameter arrays will be employed to increase the implosion velocities.
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Figure Captions
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Figure 1. The measured currents and x-ray powers from the 2945 pg/crn (dotted), 4110 p@cm

(solid), 5785 ~glcm (dashed), and 7300 pg/cm (dot-dash) shots.

Figure 2. The measured FWHM(circles) and risetimes (triangles) for the mass scan shots. The

nested array (open symbols) is also included on the plot.

Figure 3. The estimated shell thicknesses for the different implosion times including a standard

40 mm diameter short pulse shot. The triangles denote nested array data.

Figure 4. Mach2 isodensity contour plots at (a) 70 ns, (b) 80 ns, and (c) 86 ns into the implosion

for the short implosion experiment Z51. A 1’%0amplitude initial cell-to-cell random density was

used to seed the RT instability.

Figure 5. Averaged radial mass profile obtained by taking the axial average of the density profile

at 80 ns in Figure 4(a) and multiplying by the radius. Two methods are used to define a shell

width: the FWHMvalue or a the width measured by taking 107oof the max p.

Figure 6. Computational trend in risetimes as a fbnction of perturbation level for (a) short pulse

shot, Z51, (b) long pulse sho~ Z373.

Figure 7. Voltage traces from the kimfol and Be-filtered XRDs from the Saturn long pulse shot

S2496, the Z short pulse Z51, the long pulse shot, 2373.

Figure 8. Computational trend in risetime as a function of perturbation level for the long pulse

experiments.
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Figure 9. One-dimensional radiation hydrodynamic study: (a) x-ray power/thermalization power,

(b) x-ray risetirne/hydrodynamic risetirne, plotted as a function of mass. Velocity is 40 crdps.

Figure 10. Radiated power from nested array simulation overlaid with experimental dam

Figure 11. (a)Plot of implosion velocity calculated using a zero-dimensional model with a

20: lcornpression ratio compared with the peak velocities from the two-dimensional MHD calcu-

lations.(b) A plot of radiated power versus estimated heating rate. Experimentally measured x-ray

powers m compared with their estimated heating rates from their estimated shell thicknesses and

zero-dimensional velocities.
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Table 1. Tungsten long implosion time experimental parameters.

wire ~= Calc. Kinetic Collapse Z
Wire No. Diam. Energy

(~g/cm) ~n~l (~
Velocity Shot

(#m) (cm/~s) No.

480 6.4 2945 137 1150 62 376

480 7.5 4110 149 1300 56 373

480 8.9 5785 162 1500 51 374

480 10.0 7300 173 1670 48 375

480/240 7.1/7.5 3680/ 158 1300 48 379
2055

Physics of Plasmas, Table 1
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Table 2. Meawued parameters for the 40-mm diameter tungsten whe arrays.

Mass Load Total Total X-ray X-ray T.R.
Shot
No.

(pg/ Cment ~n~ ~n~y Energy Power FWHM Rise Diam.
cm) (MA) w) (Tw) (ns) (ns) (mm)

376 2945 18.1 130 140 1510 106 9.8 9.8 2.8

373 4110 18.9 147 158 1520 117 9.8 9.2 2.5

374 5785 19.1 154 168 1400 90 11.4 10.6 2.5

375 7300 20.3 167 180 1670 107 12.6 11.8 2.5

379 5740 18.5 150 160 1630 145 7.0 7.0 1.8

Physics of Plasmas, Table 2
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